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Celebrating 100 years in 2022 
SA BOTRA Magazine June  2021 

South Australian Breeders, Owners, Trainers & Reinspersons Association 

100 years on January 22nd 2022 

In This Issue-  

Spending time with Hannah Matthews                                  

Allwood Final in pics 

Encipher the Group 1 Allwood winner with Kate Gath and owner-breeder  

Tyson Linke after the filly ran just 1 second outside the track record. 
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OUR MISSION 

To enhance, further develop, promote, explore and support        

opportunities for members to race for increased stake-monies and 

incentives. 

Keep BOTRA members informed and updated about                    

race-fields, nomination requirements, stewards reports, club  

reports, CEO reports, BOTRA minutes, affiliated groups’ reports and 

general information re current issues. 

Provide a platform for ideas / concerns to be carried forward to    

racing authorities. 

Maintain the spider fund. 

Provide breeding and stallion information, and assist  

improvement of the harness racing product. 

Expose the harness racing brand to the wider community. 

VALUES 

Integrity: transparency in all actions, including financial. 

Communication: relevant and as current as possible. 

Service: assist, advise, and represent BOTRA members. 

Co-operation: work with affiliated groups to achieve best  

possible outcomes for BOTRA members. 

Violence & Bullying: BOTRA  no way condones any form of                      

violence or bullying and such an offence will be reported to the  

correct authorities forthwith. 
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS 

Trade Practices Act 1974 – Advertisers are reminded that this 

Act provides severe penalties for false or misleading 

advertising. It is not possible for BOTRA News to check 

accuracy of claims of quality of service offered by advertisers 

and therefore the responsibility must lie with the person or 

company submitting material for publication of their 

advertisement.  

COPYRIGHT © 2020 SA BOTRA 

BOTRA News is owned and published by the South Australian Breeders 

Owners Trainers & Reinspersons Association Inc. It is the official 

publication of SA BOTRA.  

Views expressed by contributors to SA BOTRA News do not necessarily 

reflect the views of the BOTRA Committee. BOTRA works hard to try 

and ensure all information included in this publication is true and correct, 

but BOTRA and the publishers cannot be held liable if a mistake occurs. 

Dani Hill writes her name into the record books.  
Wonder Women Dani Hill set a new Australian rec-

ord at Globe Derby on Monday May 17 when she 

steered home six winners for the fourth time in 

her career. 

Hill won on Georgie Mae, Bodyline and Tiddy Winx 

all trained by Jill Neilson she also drove a double 

for her partner David Harding, Lindi Lincoln and 

Ykikafil and then finished the day winning aboard 

the Ryan Hryhorec trained Easy Rolling. 

Ironically it was 11 years to the day that Hill was 

involved that horrific fall that cost her the sight in 

one eye. 

Hill’s other bout of six winners have been at Port 

Pirie and Launceston both in March 2018 and 

Globe Derby in August last year. 

At the time of writing Dani Hill has recorded 60 

wins already this season 27 ahead of her brother 

Wayne on 33. 

Hill has won the drivers premiership for the last 
five seasons and is odds on to take the title again 
in 2021.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dani and daughter Brooke Pic Arclight Photography  
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Hannah Matthews 
Story by Gary Newton 

Photo Wally  Bulyga 

Twenty-year-old Hannah Matthews was destined to 

become a steward Her father Scott is currently a  

Senior Stipendiary Steward with the Macau Jockey 

Club, having previously held thoroughbred roles in 

Alice Springs, Ipoh, South Korea and Sydney.  

Hannah certainly comes from a racing background her 

mothers side of the family have been involved in           

racing and training thoroughbreds. 

At the tender age of 17 Hannah started as Deputy 

Race day steward with the TRSA (now Racing SA) her              

duties included checking brands, assisting with        

pre-race and post-race swabs. Her position at the 

TRSA was only one or two days per week so when the                        

opportunity to become a Cadet Steward at Harness 

Racing SA, Hannah jumped at doing something she 

dreamed of for some time work on a Stewards Panel. 

“Its amazing the only time I had ever been to the 

trots was as a child at Harold Park’ she said. Given 

Harold Park closed down in December 2010 that 

would mean Hannah was younger than 11. 

“Before I got the job here I didn’t know much about 

trotting my family have been involved in                             

thoroughbred and greyhounds but never the trots” 

She added. 

But after 6 months in the position Hannah has learnt 

quickly under the guidance of Head Steward Graham 

Loch. Loch has a reputation of developing young                 

people and Miss Mathews described him as a great 

mentor. “Mr Loch is wonderful I’m very lucky to be 

able to learn from him and be mentored by him.” 

 

“Before I got the job here I didn’t 

know much about trotting my family 

have been involved in thoroughbred 

and greyhounds but never the trots” 

Hannah Matthews  

Hannah position as Cadet Steward is full time, she 

attends race days works in the tower during races 

either the one at the 600 metre or the home turn, she 

also helps if required with swabbing on race days. 

During the week its working from the office send 

swabs off to be analysed, doing follow up paperwork 

and general duties. 

“I haven’t had the chance to get to Port Pirie or Mount 

Gambier yet but I worked at Gawler and Victor Harbor 

on their Cup meetings the country meetings have      

different atmosphere its great.” Hannah said. 

 

Outside of her position of Cadet Steward Hannah has  

completed Certificates in Hospitality and Certificate 2 in 

Retail Cosmetics meaning she is  a fully qualified Make 

Up Artist. 

Make Up is her passion outside of horses “now I’m          

working full-time I don’t have the time to do as much as 

I would like but yes its my passion.” Hannah added. 

Its great to see young people coming into this industry 

and with Hannah’s enthusiasm and willingness to learn it 

shouldn’t be long before she becomes a fully fledge             

steward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cadet Steward Hannah Matthews. 

each month goes                        

one on one with                           

industry particpiants. 
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SA BOTRA turning 100 in 2022 

BOTRA will be 100 years old next 

January. That is, in itself, an           

outstanding achievement.  

To reach such a significant            

milestone, a lot of dedicated, hard

-working people must have been 

doing a lot of things right for a 

very long time. Those people must 

have been followed by more            

dedicated, hard-working people 

and they must have been followed 

by more dedicated, hard-working 

people and so on and so on. 

100 years is a bloody long time in 

anyone’s language. Longevity is 

definitely not a buzz word these 

days. We live in a throw-away so-

ciety. Businesses community 

groups, organizations, clubs etc. 

come and go at the drop of a hat. 

Anyone or anything that lasts 100 

years must be applauded. 

                                                     

Congratulations BOTRA!!   

So many changes and develop-

ments have come to pass in the 

Harness Racing industry in last 

100 years.  

Gee whizz ………………. new rules, 

new equipment, track designs, 

national ratings, Standardbred 

sales, medical advancements, feed 

supplements, and training               

programs etc. are all constantly 

evolving. 

Incredibly, through thick and thin 

BOTRA has been there every step 

of the way.  

BOTRA has been many things for 

many people for a very long time. 

The hundreds, if not thousands of 

people who have served on the 

BOTRA committee in the last 100 

years have given great service to 

the sport of “Trotting” - Harness 

Racing. 

In the lead up to BOTRA’s 100th 

birthday next January I will try to 

learn as much as I can about the 

people of BOTRA from the early 

years up until today. I will report 

back to you with my findings. I am 

particularly interested in what 

makes BOTRA tick. I also want to 

hear and write about some of the 

characters of BOTRA and retell 

their stories.   

This is not going to be a serious, 

opinionated article. Rather, it will 

be light reading that might                   

rekindle fond memories of the     

early years for some. In the most 

part it will be aligned with BOTRA, 

but I will digress here and there 

and I make no apologies for that.     

I’m going to look “under the car-

pet” and try to figure out how 

BOTRA has survived the test of 

time. 

One of the first people I talked to, 

about BOTRA’s journey was Ray 

Holberton. Ray Holberton is a for-

mer president of BOTRA. He has so 

many stories to tell – a 15 minute 

chat turned into a 2 hour talk. He 

reeled off details about “incidents 

and accidents” with great recall.  

After an hour my head was              

spinning. His memories of the early 

years of Trotting fascinated me. 

People driving their horses to the 

races, along main roads in the pitch 

black of night with lanterns on the 

sulky was common. In fact, many of 

the leading trainers drove their 

horses to the Wayville Showgrounds 

on race night and after their race 

they drove their horses’ home 

again. 

People using ultra-light, hollowed 

out wooden shaft sulkies on race 

night to get an advantage, with 

complete disregard for safety. Peo-

ple working their horses with their 

kids and three or four of the neigh-

bour’s kids all sitting on the            

sulky – no helmets and bare feet. 

People fast working their horses’ full 

tilt along the Adelaide beaches 

weaving and dodging swimmers and 

beachgoers. 
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Brian & Sandra  

from  
Gregg & Sons  

Steel Supplies Mildura  

Proudly supports  

SA BOTRA 

People driving a horse with four or five other horses tied 

to the sulky all at once. People punching on with 

“unhappy” punters after a race. People using any                

number of “bush remedies” in an effort to rehabilitate 

their ailing horses. Etc., etc. 

When I got home I sorted through all the “incidents and 

accidents” that Ray had talked about. I was touched by 

a story about a group of ladies who formed a sub-

committee of BOTRA. These particular ladies took it up-

on themselves to cook and bake all manner of pastries, 

cakes, biscuits and sweets and sell them at the Grange 

Trials in the 1940’s, 50’s and 60’s.  

By the way, the Grange Trotting Track is now a softball 

and baseball hub. 

Ray Holberton was extremely complimentary about the 

ladies committee who worked on behalf of BOTRA at 

those trials. He said the women on that committee went 

out of their way to cook up mountains of pastries and 

the like and sell them at the trials. People came from far 

and wide to watch the trials. The trials were very popu-

lar and many people who had nothing to do with           

Trotting as such, attended on a regular basis. Quite of-

ten it was standing room only.  

Business was brisk. Tea/coffee/soft drinks and the 

scrumptious scones, served with cream and strawberry 

jam, as well as home-made biscuits, buns, cakes, 

sweets, the toffee apples etc., etc. all sold quickly. 

The Grange Trials were so popular trainers who didn’t 

get there early didn’t get a horse stall. They had to tie 

their horses up to the fences around the park. The         

carpark was usually full and trainers who didn’t get 

there early had to park their floats down the road.  

The mighty Gramel (SA’s best ever trotter – in my opin-

ion) trained on the track.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Former BOTRA President Ray Holberton  

Anyway, the BOTRA ladies committee donated their 

time and their pastries. Everything sold was all profit. 

All the monies raised went to BOTRA and BOTRA dis-

tributed that money to the clubs who needed funds for 

minor works and the like. 

The ladies committee did an outstanding job and their 

contribution to BOTRA, as unheralded as it was, was 

significant.  

Ray Holberton insisted the toffee apples were his fa-

vourite and indeed they were the favourite of many 

other people too because they sold out every week, 

without fail. 

I must add that in the last 10 years, members of the 
BOTRA committee have run food stalls on a regular ba-
sis and provided patrons with a variety of food options 
on trial mornings, at race meetings and other special 
events. Lois Randall has to be congratulated for her ef-
forts in this endeavor. Many BOTRA members have 
been involved. It’s a good thing.  

Words By Michael Bryant  

January 22nd 2022             

SA BOTRA Turns 100               

get ready to join the party. 
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Globe Derby                   

Agistment  

( Sam & Pauline Spirou) 

Now with undercover               

Arena with lighting. 

Individual Stables and Yards 

Round Yards & Arenas 

Individual Tack sheds 

Phone Pauline on             

mobile 0439500941 

Sam & Pauline Spirou proud              

sponsors of SA BOTRA 

Three Allwoods Three Finalist for Kiss Me Monty. 

 

The Safely Kept mare Kiss Me Monty has an affinity 
with the Group 1 Allwood for Two-year-olds. 

Kiss Me Monty owned by Marion businessman and long 
time breeder Jack Panagiotou, had her third runner in 
the Group 1 $100,000 Sales Classic  when Betterthan A 
Kiss (by Betterthancheddar) lined up in the  two-year-
old feature at Globe Derby Park on May 15. 

Kiss Me Monty also left Milliondollar Kiss (by Million 
Dollar Cam), who ran third in the 2020 race, and Bay-
side Victory (by Shadow Play), who finished unplaced in 
the 2019 edition. 

An amazing effort by one mare to have three consecu-
tive runners and it may not stop there as Panagiotou 
has a colt by Roll With Joe which was passed in at this 
year’s sale eligible for 2022 Sales race Series to be 
Known as the Silver Salver. 

Unanimous NO to 15% Levy no shuttle stallion 

State breeding bodies and breeders in general have 
voted with their feet to say NO to HRA’s proposed 15% 
Levy on Shattle Stallions and Frozen Semen. 

The majority all believe the Tax will be passed on to 
breeders and will ultimately result in drop of foal            
numbers.  

The breeder of the square gaiter will be hugely effected 
as most of the stallions available are via frozen semen. 

 

DEAL IN RUBIES (FY) Sep 29 18, AMERICAN 

IDEAL USA-NEVERLAND EXPRESS NZ  

LIL LENNY (GG) Nov 20 19, LENNYTHESHARK-

DAMSELFLY  

MAJOR COOL (GG) Dec 06 18, MAJOR IN ART 

USA-MORIVA  

SHARK WATERS (GG) Oct 20 17, 

SHADYSHARK HANOVER USA-PACIFIC ROSE  

SOSOS LEGACY (FY) Sep 06 18, CREATINE 

USA-SOSOGOOD  

SUNSHINE RAY (GG) Sep 07 18, SUNSHINE 

BEACH USA-WHIRLY GIRLY  

ULTIMATE REZZIE (GG) Nov 04 17, AMERICAN 

IDEAL USA-SMOOTH HAYLEY  

Horses Named 14th April till 17th May 2021 
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BOTRA, along with HRSA and SAHRC conducted   
Breakfast with Stars at Globe Derby the Wednesday 
prior to the running of the $100,000 Group 1 Allwood 
Final. The morning was well attended with just over 30 
people which included the official barrier draw for the 
final. 

Lois and Veniece served up breakfast while Jim 
Jacques entertained the crowd as MC for the morning 
and HRSA chairman George Fiacchi welcomed those in 
attendance.  

“Events like these are something our cousins in the 
Thoroughbred world do very well. I’m happy with the 
attendance and a special thanks to Jim Jacques who 
MC’d the event and the team from Mobile Rolling for 
live steaming” event organiser Gary Newton said. 

“Its something we can build on and make it bigger and 
better as we all know our sport needs as much                      
publicity as possible” Newton added. 

 

BREAKFAST WITH THE STARS  
 

KATE GATH RETURNS HOME WITH A TREBLE  

Flying two-year-old filly Encipher went within 1 second 
of Mark Dennis's long standing track record to take out 
the Group1 Allwood on May 15. 
 
Kate Gath (pictured above) was able to hold out Danielle 
Hill on Dougs Diva, but only just going into the first 
turn,  Hill then declared war and the two outstanding 
fillies went hammer and tong for the next 1000 plus             
metres. 
 
Only coming to the home turn did Dougs Diva start to 
show signs that the tough run was about to take it's 
toll.  
 
In the end the Emma Stewart filly, having only her                 
second start in a race, packed a few too many guns for 
her rivals. Partyatthebeach ran on strongly to take third 
spot but was never a match for the first two. 
 
Encipher is owned and was bred by Kadina's Tyson Lin-
ke. . 
 
It was a very good home coming for ex-pat Kate Gath 
she also bookend the program with wins on the Ryan 
Hryhorec trained pair of square gaiters Gatesys Alley in 
the first and Galleons Victory continued his unbeaten run 
since joining Hryhorec yard. 
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Driver  Contact  
No of wins this              

season 

Kaela Hryhorec 0414 065 705 0 

Samantha Pascoe 0459 482 915 16 

Tiana McMahon 0402 364 844 10 

Corey Johnson 0412 892 246 12 

Nick Brown 0450 830635 0 

Jason Kittle  0 

 DR BRODIE WEBSTER 

Great to see our own Dr Brodie Webster officiating at 
the Allwood Heats night as the on course vet. Brodie 
started in mid January at the HorseMed Clinic at 
Echunga in the Adelaide Hills. 

After six years of study at University to land the             
position at Horsemed, which as the name suggested is 
only for our Equine, is a dream come true for Webster. 

After gaining his reinsman license in 2015 Webster has 
combined race driving with studies. He was also lucky 
enough to be granted a six-week scholarship by              
Harness Racing SA to visit Belgium, Sweden, France 
and Dubai where he got to visit some of the leading 
veterinary clinics in Europe. 
 
GOOD RESULT FOR SALE. 
 
Great to see four of the nine finalists in the Group 1 
$100,000 Allwood Final were sold at the 2020 SA  
Yearling Sale. Partyatthebeach which finished third, Im 
Reggie (4th), Monsieur Steel (5th) and Major Lincoln 
(8th) all went though the sales ring at Magic Millions in 
March 2020. 
While on the Allwood Final, congratulations to Tyson 
Linke who bred and owns the winner Encipher, by 
champion sire Captaintreacherous  out of Linke’s good 
race mare Our Covert NZ. 
 
GAWLER RECORD FALLS TO BETTORHAVTIME 
 
Bettorhavtime, who won a trial at Gawler on May 16, 
has been credited with an unofficial track record. 

The son of Bettors Delight, last mile in 1.55.8 and last 
half mile in a sizzling 55.9 last quarter in 28.4 to beat 

Joes A Character by 2 metres with 35 metres back to 
Budding Caesar. 

Driven by Wayne Hill, Bettorhavtime sat on Joes A 
Character’s back until coming to the home turn when 
Hill pulled him to the outside and he finished a bit too 
strong for the runner up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bettorhavtime winning the Kapunda Cup earlier in the year  

recored the unofficial track record at Gawler trials on May 16. 
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2021 FEATURE RACING CALENDAR 

 
JUNE 

• 2YO TROTTERS PARKER CLASSIC – Saturday June 
19 2021 
3YO SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TROTTERS DERBY – Saturday 
June 19 2021 

 
OCTOBER 

• 2YO LORDSHIP & LADYSHIP – Saturday October 9 
2021 

• 3YO SIRES PRODUCE & MERMAID – Saturday               
October 16 2021 

• 2YO GOLDEN NURSERY FINAL – Saturday October 
30 2021 
3YO SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ST LEGER – Saturday              
October 30 2021 

 
NOVEMBER 

• 3YO TROTTERS OF THE FUTURE CLASSIC –
 Saturday November 6 2021 

• VETERINARY SURGEONS CUP – Saturday             
November 20 2021 

• PACING SOUTHERN CROSS HEATS – Saturday                    
November 27 2021 
TROTTERS SOUTHERN CROSS HEATS – Saturday                     
November 27 2021 

 
 DECEMBER 

• PACING SOUTHERN CROSS FINALS – Saturday  
December 4 2021 

• TROTTERS SOUTHERN CROSS FINALS – Saturday 
December 4 2021 
CHRISTMAS CUP – (T.B.D.) 
 

Congratulations to  

Jayson Finnis  

May Bonus winner  

Jayson won the Breeder and 

driver bonus at Mount              

Gambier meeting in May  
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Does this ancient healing modality fit into your racehorse’s life? 
The answer: a hands-down yes. 
The restoration of the physiological state of all sports horses 
aides both their training and performance. As requirements for 
performance increase, so do the roles of restorative measures, 
which relieve the most important functional systems of the 
horse’s body from fatigue, preparing them for the next           
competitive load. 
 
The popularity of massage to restore a horse’s performance 
continues to rise. One reason is that competitive loads have 
become heavy and continue for several days. Another is that 
previously used pharmacological means of stimulating recovery 
processes are now unacceptable from the point of view of          
anti-doping control. Finally, massage is a highly effective and 
natural stimulator of recovery processes; it can be used for 
horses during the competition period without restrictions. 
 
What Is Massage? 
Massage is a treatment that manipulates soft muscle tissues 
using varying degrees of movement and pressure for              
therapeutic and prophylactic purposes, and can treat and             
prevent various health conditions. When performed correctly 
and in a timely manner, it is very effective. 
 
In veterinary practice, there are two types of massage: active, 
which utilizes wiring or a dosed load for a horse with                
diseases of the joints, muscles and tendon-ligamentous                                 
apparatus; and passive, which utilizes hands or special tools. 
 
You can use massage on a horse for muscle fatigue, bruises, 
muscle atrophy, muscular rheumatism (after the acute stage), 
myositis, paresis and paralysis, contractures, bursitis, diseases 
of the joints and tendon-ligamentous apparatus. 
You should not use it in the presence of any of these 
conditions: 
 
• a serious pathological process that has reached its acute 
stage in the horse’s body; 
• increased body temperature; 
• increased skin sensitivity, often the result of skin diseases 
such as dermatitis, furunculosis and eczema; 
• severe fatigue immediately after a heavy load; 
• burns; 
• fresh hemorrhages and hematomas; or 
• malignant neoplasms. 
 
Massage is an indispensable treatment for sports injuries, and 
in combination with thermal treatments, it is highly                             
therapeutic. 
 
Its therapeutic effectiveness depends on the age of the               
pathological process, knowledge of the basic rules of prepara-
tion and execution of the technique. 
 
Follow the Rules 
 
The following list includes basic pointers for delivering a safe 
and comfortable massage treatment. 
1.) Before the massage, thoroughly clean, wash and dry off 
your horse’s skin. 
2.) Make sure you hands are clean and dry as well. 
3.) Massage movements should be along the lymphatic vessels 
and toward the regional lymph nodes. 
4.) Massage movements should not cause pain, defensive reac-
tions, bruising or anxiety in the horse. 
5.) When performing massage, make sure the horse is standing 
in a position that allows the muscles of the massaged area to 
reach a state of physiological rest or complete relaxation. 
6.) Make sure the limbs are in a bent position when massaging 
them, so that the muscles and tendon-ligamentous apparatus 
can relax, and the lymph flow can move more freely. 
7.) Start the massage by lightly stroking the tissues adjacent to 
the affected area before massaging the affected area itself. 

8.) To increase the effectiveness of massage, you can 
combine it with thermal procedures and other veterinary 
treatments that can affect metabolic processes in the 
skeletal muscles. With a proper warm-up, the soft tissues 
are easier and safer to manipulate, which will make the 
massage more effective. 
 
Massage Techniques 
 
Effluerage 
Effluerage involves sliding movements using the palm, 
flat hand or knuckles, mainly in the major muscles and 
anywhere but on the bony areas of the body. It is also a 
good technique to use when a complete massage of the 
affected area is impossible, or to prep for massage, or as 
a consecutive stroke used between other strokes. 
 
There are several types of effluerage. It can be performed 
in straight line strokes done with the finger tips, palm, flat 
hand or knuckles along the neck at the beginning of the 
massage to relax the horse to the touch and to warm   
major muscles. Done in a circular motion, it is also a good 
warm-up technique for affected or sore areas. 
 
Effluerage can also be done down the flat part of the back 
above the rib ledge, between the ribs and down the hips 
and hind quarters. 
 
There is a lot of versatility with effleurage and it can also 
be used as a good transition to another stroke. 
 
Kneading 
 
Kneading involves shifting, grabbing, lifting, pressing and 
squeezing muscles. This technique is most applicable 
when the muscles pass into the tendon, and is performed 
several different ways. 
 
One is felting, which targets the lower part of the limb. 
The massage therapist places her hands on both sides of 
the massaged area, perpendicular to it and parallel to 
each other, and makes movements with her palms in  
opposite directions. In this case, the palm of one hand 
can be lowered or directed forward, the other raised or 
moved backward. 
 
Another kneading technique is a sliding movement be-
tween the thumb and the rest of the fingers, which ap-
plies non-stop pressure to the muscles or tendons—like 
squeezing the contents out of a rubber tube. 
 
A third kneading technique is squeezing, which itself 
breaks down into further techniques. 
 
In one, the massage therapist grasps the massaged part 
of the body with the fingers of both hands and alternately 
pulls it toward herself with one hand and away from          
herself with the other, slightly moving her hands along 
the length of the muscle or tendon, and repeating these 
movements. 
 
In another, the massage therapist lifts and pulls off a 
muscle or tendon with one hand and squeezes the raised 
tissue with the other. This technique, when performed 
slowly, can produce excellent results. 
 
Another technique—used when the muscles being mas-
saged cannot be lifted—the massage therapist presses 
the tissues against the underlying bones with her palm. 
For this method, making movements with a displacement 
of the skin and muscles is recommended. 
The duration of kneading depends on the size of the     
massaged area and the nature of the injury. Local            
warming of the skin serves as a control over the end of 
this technique. 

SA BOTRA MAGAZINE –June 2021 
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Kneading is a passive exercise for the muscles, so this      
technique should be carried out as a preventive measure 
after prolonged, intense work. Also, this massage technique 
is used for atrophy, paresis and paralysis of muscles as well 
as with cicatricial contractures (i.e., the shortening of, or 
increased tension in, a muscle) and reduced elasticity of the 
tendon-ligamentous apparatus. 
 
Compression 
There are three levels of compression used on both surface 
and deeper muscles. Each part of the hand can be used as 
well as the elbow and massage tools. 
 
Compression employs rubbing the skin and deep-lying           
tissues in a circular direction with several fingers of one or 
more hands. With her fingertips, the massage therapist 
makes longitudinal, transverse, circular and other               
movements in any direction on the massaged area, as if 
trying to penetrate into the depths of the muscles. In this 
case, the ends of the fingers should move the skin, but not 
slide over it. The skin may gather in small folds. 
 
A deep compression massage moves surface tissues over 
deep-lying structures to increase their mobility.  
The massage therapist applies this technique across the long 
axis of the muscle fibers. 
 
To increase the efficiency of massage, you can use a soft, 
elastic plastic or rubber brush or a curry comb. 
And as with all techniques mentioned, if the soft tissues are 
warm, it’s also advisable to combine compression with 
stroking along the lymphatic vessels, and to use warming 
aids, anti-inflammatory ointments, gels or fluids. 
 
Tapotement 
Tapotement consists of a series of successive contacts with 
the muscles using the sides of cupped hands and the tips of 
the fingers moving alternately and parallel to each other. 
This technique warms and softens the muscle fibers. 
 
Friction 
Friction is an intense massage technique. It is typically           
performed perpendicularly to the soft tissues so the muscle 
fibers can be smoothed. It can be utilized to target the 
deeper muscles and is also a great option for tendon and 
ligament injuries as well as scar tissue. 
 
What is Involved in a Massage? 
A massage session consists of three stages. 
 
The introductory stage, which lasts 1-3 minutes, uses gentle 
techniques and prepares the massaged area for the main 
stage of the session. 
 
This stage, which lasts for 5-20 minutes or more, uses 
whatever techniques best correspond to the state of the 
horse’s body 
. 
The final stage, which lasts 1-3 minutes, reduces the inten-
sity of massaging movements on the targeted area. 
 
A single massage session includes anywhere from five to 25 
techniques, depending on the severity of the disease and 
the health of the horse. Breaks between sessions can last 
from 10 days to up to two or three months. 
 
Keep in mind that vigorous massage of tissues with in-
creased pain sensitivity can cause a significant increase in 
that sensitivity as well as intramuscular bleeding. 
 
But perform the appropriate techniques of massage correct-
ly, and you will have a much happier, healthier horse. HB 
Michail Bukin is a freelance writer living in Estonia.                          
To comment on this story, email us 
at readerforum@ustrotting.com. 
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Alabar sign on for eleventh 

year as sponsor of the  

Golden Nursery... 
SA BOTRA is pleased to announce the partnership 
with Alabar Farm as naming rights sponsor of the 
Golden Nursery will continue in 2021. 

Alabar Farm has been the naming rights sponsor for 
one of South Australia’s prestigious two-year-old 
events for over a decade. 

General manager Brett Coffey said “its great to be 
associated with one of South Australia premier            
two-year-old classics” 

The Group 3 $30,000 Golden Nursery Final is     
scheduled to be run on October 30 with the heats 
conducted the week prior. 

SA BOTRA President Lee-Ann Pangrazio said “ It is 
great Alabar Farm will continue the tradition of the 
Golden Nursery, it’s a race they have been involved 
with for over 10 years and we thank Brett Coffey and 
the team for their continued support.” 

Previous winners of the Alabar Golden Nursery               
include Dancing Finn (2020), Aspiring Artist (2012) 
and Fistfullofdollars (2011). 

Mount Gambier reinsman Jayson Finnis has had the 
most success during the decade Alabar Farm has 
been associated with the Golden Nursery claiming 
three crowns with King Grin in 2010,  Renesmae 
2017 and Wolf Of Westbay in 2019. 

The time honoured Golden Nursery was first run back 
in 1971 and won by Karomin, driven by Lloyd Web-
ster. 

 

 

January 22nd 2022             

SA BOTRA Turns 100               

get ready to join the party. 

about:blank
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ENCIPHER bay filly foaled  2018 

One of the best two-year-olds in Australia this season 

is Encipher, winner of the Group 1 The Allwood and 

who is expected to go on and develop top ranking 

form. 

Undefeated in two starts, she soundly trounced the 

best two-year-olds in the State in the $100,000 Final 

after being pressured in the lead for most of the 1800 

metre trip. Her mile rate of 1:54.9 was only a second 

outside the all-age Globe Derby Park track record. 

One of the second crop sired by Captaintreacherous 

(1:47.2 son of Somebeachsomewhere), she is out of 

Our Cavort, a New Zealand bred mare by Falcon Seel-

ster from Bizzie Girl (2:05.1), by In The Pocket from 

True Lies (2:01.6), by Holmes Hanover. 

Captaintreacherous also ranks as the sire of the 2020 

The Allwood winner, Treachery. 

Encipher, who was bred and is raced by successful 

Kadina horseman Tyson Linke, is the first foal of Our 

Cavort, who won 15 races – including nine at Globe 

Derby - for $46,080 in stakes and took a record of 

1:57.9. She has since produced a weanling filly by Bet-

ting Line. 

Our Cavort is a half-sister to the NSW Pink Bonnet win-

ner and NSW Oaks placegetter Eliza Duskhu 1:51.2 

($193,040), now racing successfully in America, the 

double Menangle winner My Mei (1:53.6), Comeon 

Howzat 1:57.8 (10 wins) and Bizzie Lou (1:59.9). 

Her dam, Bizzie Girl, was a half-sister to two high class 

pacers in Im Percy The Punter 1:56.4 ($332,067), a 

winner of 17 races including the NZ Winter Cup, and All 

The Way 1:57.9 ($118,675), a country cups winner in 

NZ, and others in Shutter Island (1:58.1), the Me-

nangle winner Tiz A Falcon (2:01.7) and the Christian 

Cullen mare Tiz A Cullen (2:01.4), who became the 

dam of the Menangle victors Look And Listen (1:52.7) 

and Real Intentions (1:55.1). 

Another half-sister, True Art (by Artiscape), left the 

handy Sunraysia pacer McArdle’s Art (1:58.7). 

True Lies, the third dam of Encipher, won five races 

and left seven winners. She was out of the Lordship 

mare Laudit (2:02.9), a NZ Triple Crown Classic winner 

who produced four wimners, while the fifth dam, In Or 

Out (1:59.7), by Out To Win, numbered among her 12 

successes the Group 1 NZ Oaks and Breeders Stakes. 

Other members of this family, which was founded in 
NZ by the Wrack mare Tondeleyo, were the WA Derby 
and Inter Dominion heat winner Seel N Print 1:50.4 
($676,578), the NZ Kindergarten Stakes victor Le Sol 
1:54.6 ($164,095), In The Way (NZ Golden Slipper) 
and the NZ country cups winner Storm Prince. 

ENCIPHER 
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JOANNA      15 starts 7 wins as of 4/4/2021                                                                                              
BAY FILLY 3 by SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE USA out of REPELEM (DREAM AWAY USA) 

Breeder: M J (Mark) Carey  Sold at 2019 Melbourne APG for $50,000 

FALCONS 

5 starts 3 wins as of 4/4/2021 

http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
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The Allwood heats run on May 8 

PARTYATTHEBEACH 

BROWN COLT 2 by SUNSHINE BEACH USA out of CROWN OF THORNS  

Owner(s): R J Caruso, A W Llewellyn, P Sergi, P P Borrelli Trainer Rob Caruso Driver Wayne Hill 

Breeder(s): P J Medhurst, L R Medhurst  

ENCIPHER 

BAY FILLY 2 by CAPTAINTREACHEROUS (US) out of OUR CAVORT NZ  

Owner(s): T R (Tyson) Linke Trainer Emma Stewart Driver Allan McDonough   

Breeder(s): T R (Tyson) Linke  

http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
http://www.harness.org.au/ausbreed/reports/hraonline.htm
https://www.harness.org.au/racing/driverlink/851869BB200936D1E055005E00000019
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The $100,000 Group 1 Allwood Final  

ENCIPHER 
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       Square Trotters News.           

BABY TROTTERS STEP OUT  

Great to see our two-year-old trotters out and about 
trailing. 

The first set of trials were held on May 9 at Globe Derby 
and the winner was Sosos Legacy for Aaron Bain, by 
first season sire Creatine. 

 Creatine, a son of Andover Hall, who has already, at 
the time of writing, left 2 winners from 3 starters.                   
Creatine only has 25 live foals from his first crop here in 
Australia. 

Sosos Legacy was bred by Bain and Jake Webster, with 
the Great Success colt Graywoods Diamond  1.5 metres 
away. 

The winner ran the last 800 metres in 62.8 seconds and 
with the Parker Classic only a month away more two 
year olds will no doubt be stepping out in next week or 
two. 

In the second set of trials held at Gawler on May 16 the 
winner was  Aldebaran Dexta trained and driven by 
Ryan Hryhorec who got up to beat Sosos Legacy by 5            

metres with 22 metres back to Levitation  in third spot. 

JUNE BIG MONTH FOR YOUNG TROTTERS 

2YO TROTTERS PARKER CLASSIC – Saturday June 19 
2021 

3YO SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TROTTERS DERBY – Saturday 
June 19 2021 
 

THEN IN NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 
 
3YO TROTTERS OF THE FUTURE CLASSIC – Saturday 
November 6 2021 

 
TROTTERS SOUTHERN CROSS HEATS – Saturday                     
November 27 2021 

 
TROTTERS SOUTHERN CROSS FINALS  2 and 3 YO’s –
 Saturday December 4 2021 
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Follow Us  on Facebook you can find us at - 
Square Trotters Association SA  
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WHATS NEW AT GLOBE. 
HORSE POOL EMPTIED AND CLEANED. 

Well, it’s already half way through May and the weather 

is turning very cold and nasty but those fabulous race 

horses of ours still need to be kept extra fit by swim-

ming so, that requires a lot of hard work and a sparkling 

clean pool for them to swim in.  

As you are able to see by the photos below our pool has 

been totally emptied and cleaned ready for that to hap-

pen. Thank you to Lane, Robbie and Kaye (who looks 

like a little child in the depth of the pool in picture            

below) for taking on this job saving the club $5,000; 

this is the price to have a company do this job.  

We are still experiencing loss of revenue by trainers 

sharing codes for the lock on the pool area again.  

This will cost your club money, not only loss of revenue, 

but the cost of installing cameras. Let’s start helping the 

club and do the right thing, this statement is of course 

for those few that don’t do the right thing. 

BREAKFAST WITH THE STARS:  

This was a joint venture between SA BOTRA, SAHRC and 
HRSA. A nice brisk morning where coats were definitely 
needed. A free breakfast was supplied and Owners of 
horses engaged in the $100,000 Allwood were able to 
draw their own barriers, some were happy, some not so 
happy.  

Thank you to all those that attended as I continue to 
say, to grow our industry you need to become involved. 
Until next month 

TRAINING TRACK TOP DRESSED 

the training track was top dressed on Friday May 14. 

Let’s hope we don’t get too much rain before it has time 

to settle. 

NEW CHEF NEW MENU 

Has that excited your taste buds? Come along and join 

our growing list of members and friends that are enjoy-

ing  a meal, you might need your sun glasses as we have 

changed all the lighting in this area to LED and it is such 

an improvement. 

STARTERS: Potato skins bacon-cheese-spring 
onion                 $14.00 

 Bowl of chips $8.00    Bowl Wedges $10.00 

MAIN :     Flat Head 1 pce $16.00     2pce $22.00 

  Available Battered, Crumbed or Grilled. 

Curry of the day:  $16.00 see specials board. 

SEAFOOD: Garlic Prawns: $24.00 

Salt & Pepper Squid $21.90 

Seafood catch (Flathead, Squid, Prawns & 
Chips) $28.90. 

Schnitzels: Chicken $19.00,   Beef $19.00   
Squid $15.00 

GRAVY:     Gravy $2.00                                                
Dianne, Green Pepper $3.00, 

Creamy Garlic, Parmigiana, Kilpatrick $4.00 

 Reef sauce $7.00 

SALAD:      $1.00      Steamed Vegetables $3.00 

BEEF STACK: Beef, Sweet potato mash, double 

bacon, onion rings, creamy mushroom sauce. 
$24.90 

CHICKEN MIGNON: Chicken wrapped in bacon, 

Sweet potato puree, Broccolini Hollandaise. 

$22.90 
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GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Saturday, Jun 05 
(Night meeting) 

 
GDC05062101 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 72 or better   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres.*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC05062102 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 60 to 71   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC05062103 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 50 to 59   
PBD/NR. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 50 to 54 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 55 
to 59. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC05062104 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR up to 49.   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *Local Ratings Concessions 
apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 45 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 46 
to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC05062105 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $7000.   
NR up to 57   RBD. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Conces-
sions apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*Trotters rated up to 45 - FT, 46 to 49 - 10 metres, 50 to 
53 - 20 metres, 54 to 57 - 30 metres. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC05062106 CLAIMING PACE (MS) of $5000. Claim-
ing price not exceeding $10000.    Pacers  PBD/CLAIM. 
1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES 
CONCESSIONS. *Driver Concession claims allowed for 
the barrier draw of this race only. 
*No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC05062107 3YO & OLDER PACE (MS) of $4999.   No 
NR. 3YO+  PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with 
no more than 2 wins (excluding 2yo wins). 
*Local Ratings Concessions and Driver/Mare concessions 
allowed for the barrier draw of this race. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 40 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 41 

to 44, followed by horses rated 45 to 49, followed by hors-
es rated 50 & above. 
 
GDC05062108 FILLIES & MARES PACE (MS) of $4999.   
No NR.  Mares  PBD/LTW. 1800 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For Fillies 
& Mares with no more than 5 lifetime wins.* Also eligible 
Fillies & Mares with more than 5 lifetime wins rated no 
higher than NR49. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC05062109 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $4999.   
NR 58 or better.   RBD. 2230 metres.Also eligible claimers 
eligible under claiming rules with a claiming price between  
and $7000 (GST inclusive). *Local Ratings Concessions 
apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: *Trotters rated 58 to 61 & Claimers 
up to $3,000 - FT, 62 to 65 & Claimers between $3,001 to 
$5,000 - 10 metres, 66 to 69 & Claimers between $5,001 
to $7,000 - 20 metres, 70 or better at the discretion of the 
HRSA handicapping panel. 
 
GDC05062110 MITAVITE SCAMPER (HEAT) (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses 
rated no higher than NR55 when first accepting for a heat 
in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible a 
stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 and 
the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for the en-
tirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 

 
Nominations close at 8.30 AM on Tuesday, June 01. 

Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Wednesday, June 02. 
Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                   

Wednesday, June 02.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on                                  

Thursday, June 03. 
 
 

GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Monday, Jun 07 
(Day meeting) 

 
GDC07062101 MITAVITE SCAMPER (HEAT) (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses 
rated no higher than NR55 when first accepting for a heat 
in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible a 
stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 and 
the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for the en-
tirety of the series. 

HARNESS RACING SA LTD PROGRAMS 
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*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats. *Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 
GDC07062102 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 44 to 49   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 44 to 46 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 47 
to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC07062103 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR up to 43   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 40 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 41 
to 43. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC07062104 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no more than 5 wins 
over $2,000.*Also eligible fillies/mares with 6 wins over 
$2,000 or entires/geldings with 6 wins over $2,000 driven 
by a claiming concession driver. 
*For horses with no more than 1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC07062105 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no more than 2 wins 
over $2,000.*Also eligible fillies/mares with 3 wins over 
$2,000 or entires/geldings with 3 wins over $2,000 driven 
by a claiming concession driver. 
*For horses with no more than 1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC07062106 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   RBD. 
1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES 
CONCESSIONS. *For horses with nil wins over $2,000. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC07062107 3YO PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR. 3YO  
PBD/TSW/SEX. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 3yo horses 
with no more than 3 lifetime wins and with no more than 1 
win this season. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 

*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC07062108 2YO PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR. 2YO  
PBD/LTW. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 2yo horses with no more 
than 1 lifetime win. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC07062109 3YO & OLDER TROTTERS HANDICAP 
(SS) of $3000.   No NR. 3YO+  RBD. 2230 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*For 3yo trotters.*Also eligible 4yo & older trotters rated no 
higher than NR 44 with no more than 1 win in their last 5 
starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*3yo Trotters will be handicapped 10 metres for every win 
over $2,000 this season. 
*4yo & older Trotters with nil wins over $2,000 (excluding 
2yo wins) - 20 metres, Trotters rated up to 40 or with 1 win 
over $2,000 (excluding 2yo wins) - 30 metres, 41 to 44 - 40 
metres. 
*Preference in field selection given to 3yo trotters. 
 
GDC07062110 2YO TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of 
$3000.   No NR. 2YO  RBD. 1800 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *Horses will 
be handicapped 10m for every win in a race over $2,000. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 

*This meeting will carry 4 x $125.00 
BOTRA Bonuses for eligible SA 

BOTRA members. Membership must 
be paid by September 1 2020 to be               
eligible for bonuses. See BOTRA                       

magazine for further details. 
 
Nominations close at 8.30 AM on Wednesday, June 02. 
Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Thursday, June 03. 

Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                                 
Thursday, June 03.  

Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on Friday, June 04. 
 

 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

Tuesday, Jun 08 
(Night meeting) 

 
DZC08062101 PORT PIRIE CONDITIONED PACE (MS) 
of $3499.   No NR.   TBD. 1609 metres. Also eligible claim-
ers eligible under claiming rules with a claiming price be-
tween  and $15000 (GST inclusive). *For all horses nomi-
nating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses rated 50 & above. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*The HRSA Racing Office will determine division(s) and 
barrier draws from nominations received. 
*The claiming price of a horse may be used to determine 
eligibility for a division or barrier draw. 
 

HARNESS RACING SA LTD PROGRAMS 
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DZC08062102 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   NR 
42 to 49   PBD/NR. 2050 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 42 to 45 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 46 
to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for 
the barrier draw of this race only 
 
DZC08062103 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   NR 
up to 41   PBD/L5$. 1609 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC08062104 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   No 
NR.   PBD/LTW. 1609 metres.*For all horses nominat-
ing to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses with no more than 5 lifetime wins. *Also eli-
gible fillies/mares with 6 lifetime wins or entires/geldings 
with 6 lifetime wins driven by a claiming concession 
driver. 
 
DZC08062105 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   No 
NR.   PBD/LTW. 1609 metres. *For all horses nominat-
ing to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses with no more than 2 lifetime wins. *Also eli-
gible fillies/mares with 3 lifetime wins or entires/geldings 
with 3 lifetime wins driven by a claiming concession 
driver. 
 
DZC08062106 PORT PIRIE 2YO & OLDER PACE (MS) 
of $3499.   No NR. 2YO+  PBD/LTW. 1609 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*For all horses nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For 2yo horses. Also eligible 3yo & older horses with nil 
wins (excluding 2yo wins). 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Preference in field selection given to 2yo horses. 
 
DZC08062107 PORT PIRIE MITAVITE SCAMPER 
(HEAT) (MS) of $3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1100 me-
tres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CON-
CESSIONS. *For all horses nominating to compete at 
Port Pirie. 
*For horses rated no higher than NR55 when first ac-
cepting for a heat in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligi-
ble a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 
2021 and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domi-
ciled for the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 
to June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the 
most points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in 
each heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 
6th-1. 
 

DZC08062108 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of 
$3499.   NR 50 to 59   PBD/NR/L5$. 2190 metres. Also 
eligible claimers eligible under claiming rules with a 
claiming price between  and $5000 (GST inclusive). 
*Also eligible horses rated 60 to 64 or claimers up to 
$5,000 with nil wins in their last 3 starts. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 50 to 54 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, 
followed by horses rated 55 to 59, followed by horses 
rated 60 to 64 & Claimers up to $5,000. 
 
DZC08062109 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of 
$3499.   NR 42 to 49   PBD/NR. 1780 metres. NO CON-
CESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 
all horses nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 42 to 45 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 
46 to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for 
the barrier draw of this race only. 
 
DZC08062110 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 41   PBD/L5$. 1780 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*For all horses nominating to compete at Mount Gam-
bier. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC08062111 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of 
$3499.   No NR.   PBD/LTW. 1780 metres. *For all hors-
es nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*For horses with no more than 5 lifetime wins. *Also 
eligible fillies/mares with 6 lifetime wins or entires/
geldings with 6 lifetime wins driven by a claiming con-
cession driver. 
 
DZC08062112 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of 
$3499.   No NR.   PBD/LTW. 1780 metres. *For all hors-
es nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*For horses with no more than 2 lifetime wins. *Also 
eligible fillies/mares with 3 lifetime wins or entires/
geldings with 3 lifetime wins driven by a claiming con-
cession driver. 
 
DZC08062113 MOUNT GAMBIER MAIDEN PACE 
(MS) of $3499.   No NR.   RBD. 1780 metres. NO CON-
CESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 
all horses nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*For horses with nil lifetime wins. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC08062114 MOUNT GAMBIER MITAVIE SCAMPER 
(HEAT) (MS) of $3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 me-
tres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CON-
CESSIONS. *For all horses nominating to compete at 
Mount Gambier. 
*For horses rated no higher than NR55 when first ac-
cepting for a heat in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligi-
ble a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 
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2021 and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled 
for the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 
to June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on                                 
Wednesday, June 02. 

Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Thursday, June 03. 
Barriers & Fields available at 4.00 PM on                            

Thursday, June 03.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on Friday, June 04. 

 
GLOBE DERBY PARK 

Saturday, Jun 12 
(Night meeting) 

 
GDC12062101 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 70 or better   
PBD/NR/L5$. 2230 metres.*Local Ratings Concessions 
apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 70 to 79 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in the last 5 starts as a group, fol-
lowed by horses rated 80 to 89, followed by horses rated 
90 to 99, followed by horses rated 100 and above. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be 
run for $4,999. 
 
GDC12062102 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 56 to 69   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 56 to 59 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 60 
to 64, followed by horses rated 65 to 69. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be 
run for $4,999. 
 
GDC12062103 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR up to 49.   
RBD. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *Local Ratings Concessions 
apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be 
run for $4,999. 
 
GDC12062104 3YO & OLDER PACE (MS) of $7000.   
No NR. 3YO+  PBD/TSW. 1800 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 3yo 
horses with no more than 1 win over $5,000 this season. 
*Also eligible 4yo & older horses with nil wins over 
$5,000 (excluding 2yo wins). 
*Preference in field selection given to 3yo horses. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses with nil wins over 
$5,000 this season to be drawn randomly as a group, 
followed by horses with 1 win over $5,000 this season. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be 
run for $4,999. 
 

GDC12062105 TROTTERS DISCRETIONARY HANDI-
CAP (SS) of $7000.   NR 58 or better.  Discretionary Hand-
icap RBD. 2230 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *No Driver Concessions. *No 
Mares Concessions. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more than 
one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run for 
$4,999. 
 
GDC12062106 CLAIMING PACE (MS) of $5000. Claiming 
price not exceeding $15000.    Pacers  PBD/CLAIM. 2230 
metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CON-
CESSIONS. *Driver Concession claims allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC12062107 3YO & OLDER PACE (MS) of $4999.   No 
NR. 3YO+  PBD/LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no 
more than 4 wins (excluding 2yo wins).*Also eligible fillies/
mares with 5 wins (excluding 2yo wins) or entires/geldings 
with 5 wins (excluding 2yo wins) driven by a claiming con-
cession driver. 
 
GDC12062108 2YO PACE (MS) of $4999.   No NR. 2YO  
PBD/LT$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *No Driver Concessions. *No 
Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC12062109 3YO & OLDER TROTTERS MOBILE (MS) 
of $4999.   No NR. 3YO+ PBD/NR. 2230 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*For 3yo trotters.*Also eligible 4yo & older trotters rated no 
higher than NR 44. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Barrier draw as follows: 3yo Horses rated up to 40 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by 4yo & older Hors-
es rated up to 40, followed by horses rated 41 to 44, fol-
lowed by horses rated 45 and above. 
*Preference in field selection given to 3yo trotters. 
 
GDC12062110 MITAVITE SCAMPER (HEAT) (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses 
rated no higher than NR55 when first accepting for a heat 
in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible a 
stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 and 
the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for the en-
tirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on Tuesday, June 08. 
Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Wednesday, June 09. 

Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on             
Wednesday, June 09.  

Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on                             
Thursday, June 10. 
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GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Tuesday, Jun 15 
(Night meeting) 

 
GDC15062101 MITAVITE SCAMPER (HEAT) (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses 
rated no higher than NR55 when first accepting for a heat 
in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible a 
stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 and 
the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for the en-
tirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 
GDC1506210 2PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 50 to 60   PBD/
NR. 1800 metres. Also eligible claimers eligible under 
claiming rules with a claiming price between  and $6000 
(GST inclusive). *Also eligible claimers with a claiming 
price not exceeding $6,000. 
*For horses with no more than 1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Draws for claiming horses will be:  
Up to $3,000 will be drawn in as a NR 54;  
$3,001 to $4,000 will be drawn in as a NR 56; 
$4,001 to $5,000 will be drawn in as a NR 58; 
$5,001 to $6,000 will be drawn in as a NR 60. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC15062103 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 42 to 49   PBD/
NR/L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 1 
win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 42 to 45 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, fol-
lowed by horses rated 46 to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC15062104 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR up to 41   PBD/
L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 1 
win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC15062105 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no more than 5 life-
time wins.*Also eligible fillies/mares with 6 lifetime wins or 
entires/geldings with 6 lifetime wins driven by a claiming 
concession driver. 

*For horses with no more than 1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC15062106 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no more than 2 life-
time wins.*Also eligible fillies/mares with 3 lifetime wins 
or entires/geldings with 3 lifetime wins driven by a claim-
ing concession driver. 
*For horses with no more than 1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC15062107 2YO PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR. 2YO  
PBD/SEX. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. 
NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 2yo horses with nil 
lifetime wins. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC15062108 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $3000.   
NR 44 to 59   RBD. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Conces-
sions apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*Trotters rated 44 to 47 - FT, 48 to 51 - 10 metres, 52 to 
55 - 20 metres, 56 to 59 - 30 metres. 
 
GDC15062109 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $3000.   
NR up to 43   RBD. 2230 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *Also eligible 
trotters rated above NR43 with no more than 2 wins over 
$2,000 (excluding 2yo wins). 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*Trotters with nil wins over $2,000 (excluding 2yo wins) - 
FT, Trotters rated up to 40 or with 1 win over $2,000 
(excluding 2yo wins) - 10 metres, 41 to 43 or with 2 wins 
over $2,000 (excluding 2yo wins) - 20 metres. 
*Trotters with 3 or more wins (excluding 2yo wins) will be 
handicapped a further 10 metres for every 2 wins in their 
last 6 starts. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC15062110 MAIDEN PACE (MS) of $2000.   No NR.   
RBD. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with nil lifetime 
wins. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
*Ratings exempt race* 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on                             
Wednesday, June 09. 

Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Thursday, June 10. 
Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                  

Thursday, June 10.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on Friday, June 11. 
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GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Saturday, Jun 19 
(Night meeting) 

 
GDC19062101 2021 SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TROTTERS 
DERBY (MS) of $12000.   No NR. 3YO  RBD. 2230 me-
tres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCES-
SIONS. *No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Conces-
sions. 
 
GDC19062102 2021 2YO TROTTERS PARKER CLAS-
SIC (SS) of $8000.   No NR. 2YO  RBD. 1800 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*Horses will be handicapped 10m for every win in a race 
over $4,500. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC19062103 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 50 to 59   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 50 to 53 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 54 
to 56, followed by horses rated 57 to 59. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC19062104 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR up to 49.   
PBD/NR. 2230 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *Local Ratings Concessions 
apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 45 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 46 
to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC19062105 3YO & OLDER PACE (MS) of $7000.   No 
NR. 3YO+ PBD/TSW. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 3yo horses 
with no more than 1 win over $5,000 this season. *Also 
eligible 4yo & older horses with nil wins over $5,000 
(excluding 2yo wins). 
*Preference in field selection given to 3yo horses. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses with nil wins over $5,000 
this season to be drawn randomly as a group, followed by 
horses with 1 win over $5,000 this season. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999 
 
GDC19062106 PACERS DISCRETIONARY HANDICAP 
(SS) of $4999.   NR 74 or better.  Discretionary Handicap 
RBD. 2230 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *No Driver Concessions. *No 
Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC19062107 PACE (MS) of $4999.   NR 60 to 73   
PBD/L5$. 1800 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
 

GDC19062108 PACE (MS) of $4999.   No NR. 3YO+  
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
4 wins (excluding 2yo wins). 
*Local Ratings Concessions and Driver/Mare concessions 
allowed for the barrier draw of this race. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 40 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 41 
to 44, followed by horses rated 45 to 49, followed by hors-
es rated 50 & above. 
 
GDC19062109 TROTTERS MOBILE (MS) of $4999.   No 
NR.   PBD/LTW. 1800 metres. *For trotters with no more 
than 7 lifetime wins. *Also eligible trotters with more than 
7 lifetime wins rated no higher than NR 59. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
 
GDC19062110 MITAVITE SCAMPER (HEAT) (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses 
rated no higher than NR55 when first accepting for a heat 
in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible 
a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 
and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for 
the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 

Nominations close at 9.30 AM on Tuesday, June 15. 
Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on                                     

Wednesday, June 16. 
Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                        

Wednesday, June 16.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on                                     

Thursday, June 17. 
 
 

GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Monday, Jun 21 
(Day meeting) 

 
GDC21062101 MITAVITE SCAMPER (HEAT) (MS) of 
$3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses 
rated no higher than NR55 when first accepting for a heat 
in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible 
a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 
and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for 
the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
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points during the qualifying heats. *Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 
GDC21062102 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 52 to 63   
PBD/NR/L5$. 2230 metres. Also eligible claimers eligible 
under claiming rules with a claiming price between  and 
$6000 (GST inclusive). *Also eligible claimers with a 
claiming price not exceeding $6,000. 
*For horses with no more than 1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 52 to 55 & claim-
ers up to $3,000 to be drawn on dollars earnt in their last 
5 starts as a group, followed by horses rated 56 to 59 & 
claimers between $3,001 to $4,500, followed by horses 
rated 60 to 63 & claimers between $4,501 to $6,000,  
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC21062103 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 44 to 51   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 44 to 47 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 48 
to 51. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC21062104 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR up to 43   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 40 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 41 
to 43. 
 *No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC21062105 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/NR/
L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
5 wins over $2,000 and with no more than 1 win in their 
last 3 starts. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated up to 40 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, 
followed by horses rated 41 to 44, followed by horses 
rated 45 to 49, followed by horses rated 50 & above. 
*Local Ratings Concessions and Driver/Mare conces-
sions allowed for the barrier draw of this race. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC21062106 3YO & OLDER PACE (MS) of $3000.   
No NR. 3YO+ PBD/L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 3yo 
horses with nil lifetime wins over $3,000 and with nil wins 
this season. *Also eligible 4yo & older horses with nil life-
time wins. 
*Preference in field selection given to 3yo horses. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 

*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC21062107 2YO PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR. 2YO 
PBD/LTW. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. 
NO MARES CONCESSIONS.*For 2yo horses with no 
more than 1 lifetime win. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC21062108 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $3000.   
NR 60 or better   RBD. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Con-
cessions apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: *Trotters rated 60 to 64 & Claim-
ers up to $4,000 - FT, 65 to 69 & Claimers between 
$4,001 to $6,000 - 10 metres, 70 to 74 & Claimers be-
tween $6,001 to $8,000 - 20 metres, 75 or better at the 
discretion of the HRSA handicapping panel. 
 
GDC21062109 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $3000.   
NR up to 48   RBD. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Conces-
sions apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*Trotters with nil wins over $2,000 (excluding 2yo wins) - 
FT, Trotters rated up to 40 or with 1 win over $2,000 
(excluding 2yo wins) - 10 metres, 41 to 44 or with 2 wins 
over $2,000 (excluding 2yo wins) - 20 metres, 45 to 48 - 
30 metres. 
*Trotters with 4 or more wins (excluding 2yo wins) will be 
handicapped a further 10 metres for every 2 wins in their 
last 6 starts. 
 
GDC21062110 PACE (MS) of $2000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
2 lifetime wins and with nil wins in their last 5 starts. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Ratings exempt race* 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on                               
Wednesday, June 16. 

Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Thursday, June 17. 
Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                          

Thursday, June 17.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on Friday, June 18. 

 
 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Tuesday, Jun 22 
(Night meeting) 

 
DZC22062101 PORT PIRIE CONDITIONED PACE (MS) 
of $3499.   No NR.   TBD. 2050 metres. Also eligible 
claimers eligible under claiming rules with a claiming 
price between  and $15000 (GST inclusive). *For all hors-
es nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses rated 50 & above. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*The HRSA Racing Office will determine division(s) and 
barrier draws from nominations received. 
*The claiming price of a horse may be used to determine 
eligibility for a division or barrier draw. 
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DZC22062102 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   NR 
41 to 49   PBD/NR/L5$. 1609 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 41 to 44 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, 
followed by horses rated 45 to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
 
DZC22062103 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   NR 
up to 40   RBD. 1609 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC22062104 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   No 
NR.   PBD/LTW. 1609 metres. *For all horses nominating 
to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses with no more than 5 lifetime wins. *Also eligi-
ble fillies/mares with 6 lifetime wins or entires/geldings 
with 6 lifetime wins driven by a claiming concession driver. 
 
DZC22062105 PORT PIRIE PACE (MS) of $3499.   No 
NR.   PBD/LTW. 1609 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses with no more than 2 lifetime wins (excluding 
2yo wins). 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC22062106 PORT PIRIE MAIDEN PACE (MS) of 
$3499.   No NR. 2YO+ PBD/AGE. 1609 metres. NO CON-
CESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all 
horses nominating to compete at Port Pirie. 
*For horses with nil lifetime wins. 
*Barrier draw as follows: 2yo horses will be drawn ran-
domly, followed by 3yo & older horses. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC22062107 PORT PIRIE MITAVITE SCAMPER 
(HEAT) (MS) of $3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1100 metres. 
NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCES-
SIONS. *For all horses nominating to compete at Port Pi-
rie. 
*For horses rated no higher than NR55 when first accept-
ing for a heat in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible 
a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 
and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for 
the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 to 
June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats.*Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 
DZC22062108 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of $3499.   
NR 50 to 59   PBD/NR. 1780 metres. Also eligible claim-
ers eligible under claiming rules with a claiming price be-

tween  and $5000 (GST inclusive). *Also eligible horses 
rated 60 to 64 or claimers up to $5,000 with nil wins in 
their last 3 starts. 
*For all horses nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 50 to 54 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 55 
to 59, followed by horses rated 60 to 64 & Claimers up to 
$5,000. 
 
DZC22062109 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of $3499.   
NR 41 to 49   PBD/NR/L5$. 2190 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all 
horses nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 41 to 44 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, 
followed by horses rated 45 to 49. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
 
DZC22062110 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of $3499.   
NR up to 40   RBD. 1780 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For all horses 
nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC22062111 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of $3499.   
No NR.   PBD/LTW. 1780 metres. *For all horses nomi-
nating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*For horses with no more than 5 lifetime wins. *Also eligi-
ble fillies/mares with 6 lifetime wins or entires/geldings 
with 6 lifetime wins driven by a claiming concession driver. 
 
DZC22062112 MOUNT GAMBIER PACE (MS) of $3499.   
No NR.   PBD/LTW. 1780 metres. *For all horses nomi-
nating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*For horses with no more than 2 lifetime wins. *Also eligi-
ble fillies/mares with 3 lifetime wins or entires/geldings 
with 3 lifetime wins driven by a claiming concession driver. 
 
DZC22062113 MOUNT GAMBIER MAIDEN PACE (MS) 
of $3499.   No NR. 2YO+  PBD/AGE. 1780 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*For all horses nominating to compete at Mount Gambier. 
*For horses with nil lifetime wins. 
*Barrier draw as follows: 2yo horses will be drawn ran-
domly, followed by 3yo & older horses. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
DZC22062114 MOUNT GAMBIER MITAVITE SCAMPER 
(HEAT) (MS) of $3499.   NR up to 55   RBD. 1385 metres. 
NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCES-
SIONS. *For all horses nominating to compete at Mount 
Gambier. 
*For horses rated no higher than NR55 when first accept-
ing for a heat in this series. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible 
a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 
and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for 
the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
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*Heats to be conducted at all SA meetings from May 15 
to June 22.  
*Final of $14,000 to be conducted on June 26 for the 6 
horses which accept for the final which accrued the most 
points during the qualifying heats. *Points earnt in each 
heat as follows: 1st-9, 2nd-6, 3rd-4, 4th-3, 5th-2, 6th-1. 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on                                   
Wednesday, June 16. 

Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Thursday, June 17. 
Barriers & Fields available at 4.00 PM on                              

Thursday, June 17.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on Friday, June 18. 

 
 

GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Saturday, Jun 26 
(Night meeting) 

 
GDC26062101 MITAVITE SCAMPER (FINAL) (MS) of 
$14000.   No NR.   RBD. 1385 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *Final for 
horses which competed in heats conducted from May 15 
to June 22. 
*Horses must renominate for the final. 
*Field to be selected based on points accumulated 
throughout the heats. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply.  
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*For SA Trained & Domiciled horses only. *To be eligible 
a stable return must have been lodged by May 1 2021 
and the horse must remain SA Trained & Domiciled for 
the entirety of the series. 
*Maximum field size of 6 runners plus one emergency. 
 

GDC26062102 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 74 or better   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 74 to 79 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 80 

to 89, followed by horses rated 90 to 99, followed by hors-
es rated 100 and above. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC26062103 PACE (MS) of $7000.   NR 60 to 73   
PBD/NR. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Concessions ap-
ply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 60 to 64 to be 
drawn randomly as a group, followed by horses rated 65 
to 69, followed by horses rated 70 to 73. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC26062104 2YO PACE (MS) of $7000.   No NR. 2YO 
PBD/LT$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *No Driver Concessions. *No 
Mares Concessions. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC26062105 TROTTERS DISCRETIONARY HANDI-
CAP (SS) of $7000.   NR 58 or better.  Discretionary 
Handicap RBD. 2230 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *No Driver Con-
cessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Should there be sufficient acceptors to conduct more 
than one race, any subsequent race conducted will be run 
for $4,999. 
 
GDC26062106 CLAIMING PACE (MS) of $5000. Claim-
ing price not exceeding $15000.    Pacers PBD/CLAIM. 
1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES 
CONCESSIONS. *Driver Concession claims allowed for 
the barrier draw of this race only. 
*No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC26062107 PACE (MS) of $4999.   NR 50 to 59   
PBD/NR. 1800 metres.Also eligible claimers eligible under 
claiming rules with a claiming price between  and $6000 
(GST inclusive). *Also eligible claimers with a claiming 
price not exceeding $6,000. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Draws for claiming horses will be:  
Up to $3,000 will be drawn in as a NR 53;  
$3,001 to $4,000 will be drawn in as a NR 55; 
$4,001 to $5,000 will be drawn in as a NR 57; 
$5,001 to $6,000 will be drawn in as a NR 59. 
 
GDC26062108 PACE (MS) of $4999.   NR up to 49.   
PBD/L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *Local Ratings Concessions 
apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC26062109 TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of $4999.   
NR up to 57   RBD. 2230 metres. *Local Ratings Conces-
sions apply. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*Trotters rated up to 45 - FT, 46 to 49 - 10 metres, 50 to 
53 - 20 metres, 54 to 57 - 30 metres. 
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GDC26062110 3YO & OLDER PACE (MS) of $3499.   No 
NR. 3YO+ PBD/LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no 
more than 2 wins (excluding 2yo wins).*Also eligible fillies/
mares with 3 wins (excluding 2yo wins) or entires/geldings 
with 3 wins (excluding 2yo wins) driven by a claiming con-
cession driver. 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on Tuesday, June 22. 
Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on                                   

Wednesday, June 23. 
Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                      

Wednesday, June 23.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on                                     

Thursday, June 24. 
 
 

GLOBE DERBY PARK 
Monday, Jun 28 
(Day meeting) 

 
GDC28062101 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 47 to 54   PBD/
NR/L5$. 1800 metres. *For horses with no more than 1 
win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 47 to 50 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, 
followed by horses rated 51 to 54. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC28062102 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR 41 to 46   PBD/
NR/L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*Barrier draw as follows: Horses rated 41 to 43 to be 
drawn on dollars earnt in their last 5 starts as a group, 
followed by horses rated 44 to 46. 
*Driver Concession or mares Concession allowed for the 
barrier draw of this race only. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC28062103 PACE (MS) of $3000.   NR up to 40   PBD/
L5$. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO 
MARES CONCESSIONS. *For horses with no more than 
1 win in their last 3 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC28062104 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 2230 metres. *For horses with no more than 5 life-
time wins.*Also eligible fillies/mares with 6 lifetime wins or 
entires/geldings with 6 lifetime wins driven by a claiming 
concession driver. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order $L5 
(ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC28062105 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   PBD/
LTW. 1800 metres. *For horses with no more than 2 life-
time wins.*Also eligible fillies/mares with 3 lifetime wins or 
entires/geldings with 3 lifetime wins driven by a claiming 
concession driver. 

*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC28062106 PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR.   RBD. 
1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES 
CONCESSIONS. *For horses with nil wins over $2,000. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC28062107 3YO PACE (MS) of $3000.   No NR. 3YO 
PBD/TSW. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION CLAIMS. 
NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 3yo horses with no 
more than 3 lifetime wins and with no more than 1 win this 
season. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
 
GDC28062108 3YO & OLDER TROTTERS HANDICAP 
(SS) of $3000.   No NR. 3YO+ RBD. 2230 metres. NO 
CONCESSION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. 
*For 3yo trotters.*Also eligible 4yo & older trotters rated 
no higher than NR 44 with no more than 1 win in their last 
5 starts. 
*Local Ratings Concessions apply. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Handicaps as follows: 
*3yo Trotters will be handicapped 10 metres for every win 
over $2,000 this season. 
*4yo & older Trotters with nil wins over $2,000 (excluding 
2yo wins) - 20 metres, Trotters rated up to 40 or with 1 
win over $2,000 (excluding 2yo wins) - 30 metres, 41 to 
44 - 40 metres. 
*Preference in field selection given to 3yo trotters. 
 
GDC28062109 2YO TROTTERS HANDICAP (SS) of 
$3000.   No NR. 2YO RBD. 1800 metres. NO CONCES-
SION CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *Horses 
will be handicapped 10m for every win in a race over 
$2,000. 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
 
GDC28062110 MAIDEN 2YO PACE (MS) of $2000.   No 
NR. 2YO  RBD. 1800 metres. NO CONCESSION 
CLAIMS. NO MARES CONCESSIONS. *For 2yo horses 
with nil lifetime wins. 
*Field will be selected in ascending prize money order 
$L5 (ie from the bottom up). 
*No Driver Concessions. *No Mares Concessions. 
*Ratings exempt race* 
 

Nominations close at 8.30 AM on                                     
Wednesday, June 23. 

Acceptances taken at 9.00 AM on Thursday, June 24. 
Barriers & Fields available at 1.00 PM on                                  

Thursday, June 24.  
Drivers to be notified by 9.00 AM on Friday, June 25. 
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S.A. BOTRA SPIDER FUND RULES 

Amended 13/5/10 

DEFINITION: -Association – South Australian Breeders Owners Trainers Reinspersons Assoc. Inc. Full Member – A Member who pays the nom-

inated fee for Spider Fund coverage and subscription to BOTRA News covered  

for relevant Financial Year. Associate Spider Member -A Member who pays the nominated fee for Spider Fund coverage, covered for Financial 

Year.  

Syndicate -A group of people Registered as a Syndicate with Harness Racing SA Ltd. The Spider Fund is the name given to the scheme de-

signed to cover damage incurred to FULL BOTRA Members and ASSOCIATE SPIDER FUND Member’s sulkies at Registered Race Meetings, 

Approved Trials at Globe Derby Park and Country Clubs, who contribute towards the Spider Fund. 

 1. MEMBERSHIP 

Any person may become a Member of the Association and receive Spider Fund coverage upon payment of the approved fee as set by the SA 

BOTRA Committee. Should more than one person be the owner of a horse (as shown in the race book) all Members up to a total of three (3) 

must be Members of the Association. (e.g. one Member to be a FULL Member, the other two (2) can be either Full Members or Associate Spider 

Fund Members). To receive Spider Fund coverage a Registered Syndicate must be a FULL Member in its own right. 

 2. CLAIMS 

Claims on the Spider Fund shall be made by completion of the approved Claim Form. The Starter, Steward, Club Secretary or approved BOTRA 

Representative must inspect the damage (be it a sulky or a wheel) after which he/she will fill in the Claim Form and sign it as verification of the 

damage. The Claim Form must then be presented to the Secretary of SA BOTRA within fourteen (14) days of the incident, before repairs can be 

started.  

3. REPAIRS  

Repairs shall only be carried out by BOTRA approved repairers. Hopkins Saddlery is the sole approved repairer. All repairers agree to use ap-

proved original parts, but reserve the right to use substitute or replacements. Sulkies are repaired to the previous condition prior to the accident, 

damage prior to the accident will not be covered. A repair cost cap of $1800-00 + GST, if the repair cost is greater than the cap, the sulky may be 

considered a write-off. It is the owner’s responsibility to get the sulky to the repairer. On collection, a clearance form must be signed and a copy 

be given to the repairer. Botra reserves the right to request a quote of repair costs prior to repairs being carried out.  

In a write-off situation, each incident will be assessed individually by two (2) Members of the S.A. BOTRA Committee and the approved repairer. 

The maximum write off payable will be $1800-00 + GST unless the sulky is under twelve months old. If the sulky is under twelve (12) months old 

and a dated receipt of purchase can be produced the sulky will be replaced new for old. 

4. COVER 

General deterioration due to wear and tear will not be covered. Prior damage will not be covered. If there is any doubt about the condition of 

the sulky, the repairer will report this to SA BOTRA; therefore, three (3) members of the SA BOTRA Committee will inspect the sulky and make 

the necessary recommendation to the Committee as to the amount of cover, if any, in each individual case. 

If the cost of the repair to the sulky is likely to exceed the value of the sulky, an agreed pay-out (maximum $1800-00+GST) figure may 

be made and the sulky then becomes the property of SA BOTRA. 

Wheels (maximum $100.00 + GST) this includes Mudguards & Discs. (Cover only applicable when use of mudguards are ordered by 

the Stewards) Tyres & Tubes -No cover (perishable) 

SULKIES NOT APPROVED BY AHRC AS AN APPROVED SULKY WILL NOT BE COVERED. 

Sulkies that have been welded as a repair instead of parts being replaced do not meet AHRC Regulations and will not be covered. 

Sulkies that have been modified from the manufacturer’s specifications will not be covered. 

5. AREA OF COVER  

Sulkies are covered at Registered Race Meetings and approved Trials, during the Race or Trial, in the Parade Ring and Stall Area. Damage that 

occurs during transport to or from the Meeting is not covered.  

6. INTERSTATE COVERAGE  

Should a member’s sulky be involved in a race accident whilst Interstate, signed verification of the damage must be obtained from the Steward in 

charge of the Meeting and sufficient documentation of the repairs must be provided to BOTRA before payment is made.  

LIABILITY  

S.A. BOTRA and its official repairers accept no responsibility for any faulty repairs once a clearance form has been signed. 
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